
Slim & Sleek Design
Sleek and understated the Bowfell Plus is
the home audio system every budding
audiophile needs! The clutter-free design
not only uses minimal space, it delivers
rich and deep audio, from the small but
mighty soundbar and a powerful
subwoofer.

Long-Throw Subwoofer
Delivering high-definition sound, fill the
room with your favourite sounds for a
captivating listening experience. With a
combined wattage of 100W, the long-throw
subwoofer will transport you into your
entertainment with deep and enhanced
bass.

Looking for room-raising sound? Experience
the power of vibrating sound in any room,
big or small, with the Majority Bowfell
Plus’s extended cable length of 4.5m.
Perfect for the gamer who wants to
immerse themselves in their surroundings,
the festival lover who wants to relive the
mosh pit or the film fan chasing that fly on
the wall experience, the extended cable is
every audiophiles ticket to enveloping
audio.

Multi-Connection including
Bluetooth
The Bowfell Plus elevates your listening
experience for all occasions. From Bluetooth
and USB input to RCA, Optical and AUX
ports, the Bowfell Plus upgrades your
phone, PC and TV entertainment using a
wide range of connectivity. Whether you
want to step up your home office’s audio,
maximise your gaming room’s sound system
or maximise how you listen to music, the
Bowfell Plus is the audio transformation
you’ve been waiting for.

The ideal sound system for TV, Gaming and
Music, the Bowfell Plus features Bluetooth
connectivity. Simply pair the Majority
Bowfell Plus with a Bluetooth-enabled
device including a smartphone, video
console or PC, and experience a heightened
sound quality. Be it podcasts, playlists or
political news, using the 5.0 Bluetooth
connection, tune into your favourite audio
and surround yourself with your topic of
choice.

Equaliser
Be in total control of how you listen to
music, movies, TV box sets and much
more. Personalise your listening
experience, across Movies, Music and
Dialogue to experience every cinematic
and laugh-out-loud moment how the
filmmakers themselves intended.

One item

£4.82

https://www.amazon.co.uk/gp/product/B003USYZL4/ref=ewc_pr_img_?smid=AE9RZ060RRTW9&almBrandId=TW9ycmlzb25z&psc=1&fpw=alm

